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Summary

A computational design technique for coupled-cavity

traveling-wave tubes (TWT's) equipped with spent-beam

refocusers (SBR's) and multistage depressed collectors

(MDC's) is described. A large-signal multidimensional

computer program was used to analyze the TWT-SBR

performance and to generate the spent-beam models used for

MDC design. The results of a design involving a 75-W, 59- to
64-GHz TWT are presented. The SBR and MDC designs are

shown, and the computed TWT, SBR, and MDC performances
are described. Collector efficiencies in excess of 94 percent

led to projected overall TWT efficiencies in the 40-percent

range.

Introduction

This report describes a newly developed computational

procedure to design coupled-cavity traveling-wave tubes
(TWT's) equipped with spent-beam refocusers (SBR's) and

multistage depressed collectors (MDC's); it also presents the

computational results of a design involving a 75-W, 59- to
64-GHz TWT. The design procedure closely parallels that

devised for helical TWT's and klystrons (refs. 1 and 2). NASA

Lewis Research Center's multidimensional, coupled-cavity

TWT computer model (refs. 3 and 4) was used to simulate
both the TWT and the SBR. The MDC was designed and its

performance analyzed with the steady-state Herrmannsfeldt
Electron Trajectory Program (ref. 5).

This new computational procedure was used to design an
SBR and two four-stage, isotropic-graphite-electrode MDC's

for a dual-mode (75- and 30-W), 59- to 64-GHz TWT being

developed by Hughes Aircraft Company under NASA
Contract NAS3-25090. This TWT, Model 961HA, is a

modified version of the Hughes 961 H, which was developed

previously for NASA (ref. 6). The two experimental TWT's
that will be fabricated and evaluated under the contract will

incorporate these SBR and MDC designs.
The Hughes TWT Model 961HA is intended to be a space

qualifiable laboratory test vehicle for future intersatellite link

systems. Since various RF output power levels are still under
consideration by system designers, the TWT was designed to

be operated at more than one saturated output power level by

controlling the beam voltage and current. Nominally, the TWT
is a dual-mode tube with minimum RF output power levels

of 75 and 30 W in the high and low modes, respectively. The

RF design was optimized for the high-power mode. The TWT

employs a coupled-cavity slow-wave circuit consisting of three

sections separated by severs, with a two-step velocity taper

in the output section. Periodic permanent magnets (PPM's)
focus the electron beam. The general characteristics of the

TWT are shown in table I.

The MDC general characteristics are shown in table II. The

relatively large number of collector stages and the use of low

secondary-electron-emission yield electrode material were
based on the need to achieve very high collector efficiencies.

The MDC efficiency is critical to achieving the program goal

of an overall efficiency in excess of 40 percent at midband

frequency. Because of the low basic efficiency of this TWT,

small improvements in collector efficiency lead to

disproportionately large improvements in the overall TWT

efficiency (ref. 7). The MDC was designed to be of minimum
size consistent with the high operating voltages of nearly

20 kV.

In the following sections, the analytical models and

computational procedures are briefly described, the SBR and

MDC designs are shown, and the computed TWT-SBR-MDC

performances are presented.

Symbols

a drift tunnel radius in TWT

b beam outer radius at RF input

Emi n energy of slowest ring of charge in the spent beam

I0 beam current, dc

PRY RF output power

R drift tunnel radius in SBR

r beam radius

rmax beam edge radius

Ven potential of collector electrode n with respect to

ground

V0 potential of cathode with respect to ground



TABLE I.--GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF HUGHES

AIRCRAFT COMPANY TWT MODEL 961HA

Characteristic High mode (75 W) Low mode (30 W)

Frequency. GHz

RF output power, W

RF efficiency, percent

Cathode voltage, V

Cathode current, A

Perveance, A/(V) 3_2

59 to 64

75

5.2

19 215

0.075

0.028 x 10 6

59 to 64

30

3.5

19 300

0.045

0.017 x 10 6

TABLE H--GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MULTISTAGE

DEPRESSED COLLECTOR FOR TWT 961HA

Type ................................................... Axisymmetric, with one 1

electrode at cathode potential INumber of depressed stages ................................................... 4

t Electrode material .............................. Machined isotropic graphite

/Active size ........................................... 3-cm diam bv 5-cm long

] C_oling ................................................ Conduction lo baseplate

Analytical Models

Traveling-Wave Tube

The NASA Lewis Research Center 2_&-dimensional

coupled-cavity TWT model (refs. 3 and 4) calculates the
interaction of a 2-dimensional RF circuit field with an electron

beam. At the beginning of the circuit the beam is simulated

by a series of 24 disks cxtending over an axial distance of an

RF wavelength, with each disk divided into a maximum of

4 axially symmetric rings (the innermost ring is a disk). As

the rings move axially, they also rotate azimuthally and expand
and contract radially, penetrating each other in both the radial

and axial directions. The RF circuit fields and electric ring
trajectories are determined from the calculated axial and radial

space-charge, RF, and periodic-permanent-magnet (PPM)

focusing lbrces as the rings pass through a sequence of cavities.

Each cavity has independently entered geometrical and

electrical parameters, thereby enabling the model to simulate

severs and velocity taper designs. Relativistic and backward
wave effects are included. The model does not include thermal

velocity effects in the beam.

At the RF output, the computer program lists the tbllowing:

(1) RF output power
(2) RF circuit losses

(3) Sever and attenuator losses

(4) Intercepted current and power

(5) Centroid radius of each ring

(6) Three velocity components of each ring
(7) Relative phase of each ring

Spent-Beam Refocuser

At the RF output, the electron beam enters the SBR, a short

transition tunnel with PPM focusing. The purposes of the SBR

are to make room for the output circuit assembly, to provide

spatial isolation between the RF output and any backstreaming

current from the MDC, and, possibly, to improve the MDC
efficiency by debunching and reconditioning the spent beam.

The same computer model that simulated the TWT slow-
wave circuit was used for the SBR. The model was modified

to permit the computation of the electron beam flow in a region

where the tunnel diameter changes discontinuously. This

modification permits the analysis of a wide variety of possible
SBR configurations.

Multistage Depressed Collector

After passing through the SBR, the spent beam enters the
MDC, where the electron ring trajectories are treated as

continuous rays of current; that is to say, complete debunching

is assumed. Each current ray is located at the centroid of charge

of its corresponding ring and has the velocity of the ring
centroid. The trajectory calculation is continued until the

current rays strike the MDC electrodes. The effect of

secondary-electron emission from electrode surfaces is

analyzed by injecting reduced charges at the points of impact

of the primary current rays and tracking their trajectories to
their final termination within the MDC or TWT. The effects

of further secondary-electron emission due to these secondaries

are neglected. Based on the final location of the primary and
secondary charges, a calculation is made of the collected

current, recovered power, and dissipated power at each of the

collector electrodes and, if backstreaming occurs, at the TWT

itself. These results, when coupled with the outputs of the TWT

computer program, provide a detailed picture of the current

and power flow within the TWT-SBR-MDC system.

Analytical Procedure

The computational design procedure was used to produce

a slightly different MDC design for each of the two identical
Model 961HA TWT's to be fabricated under Contract

NAS3-25090. This was necessary because the first design had

to be finished and delivered to Hughes Aircraft before the

modifications to the TWT computer program that permitted

step changes in the tunnel radius were fully implemented.

Consequently, the designs were based on slightly different

models for the spent electron beam; the first design was based

on beam models that neglected the effects of a 50-percent

expansion in the SBR tunnel radius. Several beam models (to

simulate various TWT-SBR-MDC operating conditions) were
used in producing each MDC design. These TWT-SBR-MDC

operating conditions are shown in table III and discussed

further in the tbllowing sections of this report. Each MDC

was designed to perform well at all of these selected operating

conditions, with a minimum of backstreaming to the TWT.



TABLE III.--TWT-SBR-MDC OPERATING CONDITIONS AND SPENT-BEAM

MODELS CONSIDERED IN DESIGNING OF THE MDC

Case TWT Frequency, Beam model MDC voltages

mode GHz

MDC design I a

61.51 High

2 High

3 High

4 Low

As computed

Injection angles × 1.5

As computed

Optimized for easel

Optimized for case I

Same as case 1

except V,q reduced

Optimized for case 4" As computed

MDC design 2b

61.5 As computed Optimized for case 5

61.5 Injection angles × 1.5 Optimized for case 5

64.0 As computed Optimized for case 5

61.5 As computed Optimized tbr case 8

5 High

6 High

7 High

8 Low

aAnalysis neglects efl_cts of spent-beam refocuser drift tunnel expansion

bAnalysis treats spent-beam refocuser drift tunnel expansion_

Traveling-Wave Tube

In general, the TWT performance and spent-beam
characteristics were computed by using the nominal values of

the TWT design parameters supplied by Hughes Aircraft and

by using the 72-ring per RF-wavelength option to model the
electron beam. There were two exceptions, however: (1) the

initial beam radius and (2) the RF input power. After brief

parametric studies, values that would yield negligible beam

interception and saturation, respectively, were selected for

these parameters. The computations were carried out for both

power modes and at two operating frequencies: (1) midband,
where RF output power (PRF) is maximum, and (2) the high-

band edge, where the slowest spent-beam electrons were

expected (ref. 6). The computed values of PRF were

multiplied by a factor of 0.955 (based on ref. 6) to account
for window losses.

Spent-Beam Refocuser

The SBR design was selected somewhat arbitrarily. A

previous study involving a wide range of TWT's (ref. 8) had
indicated (1) that for many TWT's equipped with small

MDC's, an SBR that provides beam expansion and
recollimation was not required (nor even desired), and (2) that

an efficient MDC could be designed for virtually any beam,

as long as the injection angles and space charge were not

excessive. Consequently, the full-strength PPM stack

simulation was continued beyond the RF output, and the spent-
beam characteristics were examined at five successive

magnetic field zeroes. A well-collimated beam with very small

angles and adequate levels of space charge was observed at

all points. Therefore, a relatively short SBR with three extra,

full-strength permanent magnets beyond the RF output of the

TWT was tentatively selected, because this configuration

would be very easy to implement experimentally. The tunnel
radius of the SBR was arbitrarily chosen to increase by 50

percent over that of the TWT. This radius would be modified

only if designing a highly efficient MDC with the resulting

input beam models proved difficult.

Multistage Depressed Collector

The MDC designs were optimized for the high-power mode

by using, primarily, the beam models resulting from saturated

operation at midband. However, several additional

requirements were imposed:

(1) The design had to be able to handle some larger injection

angles, which were expected to be caused in the actual TWT

by thermal velocity and other effects that were ignored in the

computer model.
(2) The design had to be able to handle the increased spent-

beam velocity spread that was expected during operation at

the upper-band edge.
(3) The design had to work well in the low-power mode,

with acceptably low levels of backstreaming to the TWT body.

The cases that were used to produce each MDC design are

shown in table III. The effect of larger injection angles was

investigated by using a beam model in which the magnitude

of all the injection angles was increased by a factor of 1.5.
In the case of the first MDC design, allowance for the slow

electrons expected at 64 GHz was limited to analysis of MDC

performance with reduced depression on the least depressed

electrode, Vej, because the TWT analysis at 64 GHz had not

been completed when the collector was being designed. In the
case of the second MDC, a high level of MDC performance

at the upper-band edge was verified by direct analysis. Low-



modeoperationof theTWTsystemwasde-emphasized.
Performanceoptimizationwaslimitedtoaparametricstudy,
atmidbandfrequency,withtheMDCoperatingvoltages.

Theanalysisof theeffectof secondary-electronemission
onMDCperformancewaslimitedto thatof lowenergy
secondaries."Electrons"of 10eVwereinjectedbackalong
thelinesofincidenceoftheprimarycharges,andtheattendant
efficiencyreductionswerecalculated.A secondary-electron-
emissionyieldof0.6wasassumedasatypicalvalueforthe
machinedisotropic-graphite-electrodesurfacesof the
experimentalcollectors(ref.9).

Analytical Results

Traveling-Wave Tube

The values selected from the parametric study for the beam-

to-tunnel radius ratio b/a at the RF input were 0.54 and 0.41

for the high and low modes, respectively. These values resulted

in minimum beam interception at saturation for the midband

frequency, 61.5 GHz. At this frequency, saturation was
obtained with input powers of -4 dBm (0.4 mW) for the high

mode and +4 dBm (2.5 mW) for the low mode. At 64.0 GHz,

input powers of 0 dBm (1.0 mW) for the high mode and

+ 10 dBm (10.0 mW) for the low mode produced saturation.

The computed RF performance of the TWT is shown in

table IV. For the high mode, the computed RF output power

exceeds the nominal 75-W level by a significant margin.

Consequently, even with higher than computed beam

interception and RF circuit losses in the experimental TWT's,

it should be readily possible to meet the minimum requirement.
For the low (30-W) mode, however, the design is marginal

at best.

TABLE IV.--COMPUTED RF PERFORMANCE OF

HAC TWT MODEL 961HA

TWT parameter

Output power, W

RF efficiency, percent

Gain, dB

Circuit and window losses, W

Intercepted power, W

High m_e

Frequency, GHz

61.5 64,0 61.5

100.7 91.2 46.1

6.99 6.33 5.31

54.2 49.8 42.8

22.9 19.1 10.5

7.1 6,6 0

Low mode

Frequency, GHz

64.0

28.2

3.25

34.7

7.3

0

The total RF losses include an estimated 4.5-percent TWT

window loss in the RF output power (ref. 6). The computed

circuit efficiencies of 81 to 83 percent significantly exceed the

estimated values of 70 to 75 percent in reference 6.

At midband the ring outer radii trajectories between the RF

input and RF output are shown in figures 1 and 2. The

computed spent-beam energy distributions at the RF output

of the TWT are shown in figures 3 and 4 for the high and

low modes, respectively. The slowest electrons are produced
when the TWT is operated at the upper-band edge, in

agreement with the one-dimensional results of reference 6.

Other spent-beam characteristics at the RF output are given

in the next section as the SBR inputs.

Spent-Beam Refocuser

The effect of RF beam debunching in the SBR is shown in

figure 5, for the high mode. At midband operation, debunching

causes significant changes in the spent-beam energy

distribution and serves to increase the velocity spread, an

RF input RF output

.03 .................

0 -

N .01

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

Axial coordinate, Z, cm

Figure l.--Ring outer radii trajectories in TWT for saturated operation at 61,5 GHz in high mode,

RF input RF output

ai .03 _ __

---o ___§.02. .... t"_

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

Axial coordinate, Z,,cm

Figure 2.--Ring outer radii trajectories in TWT for saturated operation at 61.5 GHz in low mode.
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Figure 3.--Computed spent-beam energy distributions at RF output for TWT

operation at saturation in high mode,
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Figure 4.--Computed spent-beam energy at RF output for TWT operation

at saturation in low mode.

undesirable feature. At 64 GHz the effect of debunching is

much smaller, with only a small change in the lowest energy,

Emi n. At the output of the SBR the minimum ring energies at

midband and the upper-band edge are comparable. The low-
mode results showed similar trends, but the changes in the

energy distributions were smaller.

The trajectories in the last part of the RF output section and

the drift tunnel are shown in figure 6 for the midband frequency
of 61.5 GHz. Parts (a) and (b) of figure 6 show the ring outer

radii trajectories for the unexpanded drift tunnel SBR with the

high- and low-beam modes respectively, whereas parts (c) and

(d) show the ring outer radii trajectories for the expanded drift
tunnel SBR. In the high-beam-mode unexpanded drift tunnel

case shown in figure 6(a), the beam is just barely contained
within the tunnel wall; however in the low-mode case of figure

6(b), the beam edge is much closer to the axis, because of
the lower current and the lower space charge. Since the

1.0

.8

.6

.2

°
N_ 1.0

at SBR input '_%

at SBR output

ca) I I I I"-

.8 _ %

,6

.4

.2

0 (b) I I I I ""_1
.80 .85 .90 .95 1.00 1.05

Normalized voltage, V/V0

(a) At 61.5 GHz.

(b) At 64.0 GHz.

Figure 5.--Computed spent-beam energy distributions at input and output of

spent-beam refocuser at saturation in high mode,

coupled-cavity TWT computer model does not take into
account thermal electrons, beam misalignments, and focusing

magnet irregularities, the actual TWT generally experiences

slightly more interception than predicted. Thus the drift tunnel

should be expanded to avoid interception in the high-beam
mode.

Parts (c) and (d) of figure 6 show the ring outer radii for

the high- and low-beam-mode cases with an expanded drift
tunnel. The expansion eliminated the problem of interception

in the drift tunnel. When these parts of figure 6 are compared

to parts (a) and (b), the other two effects of tunnel expansion
are seen to be a small decrease in radius for most ring

trajectories and a decrease in the plasma wavelength. These
effects are shown more clearly in figure 7, where the average

ring centroid radius trajectories for the four cases are plotted.
For both high- and low-beam modes, drift tunnel expansion

causes the ring radii and plasma wavelength to decrease.

To understand the physics behind these effects, it is

necessary to consider the electric forces between the beam's
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{a) High-beam mode in unexpanded drift tunnel SBR.

(b) Low-beam mode in unexpanded drift tunnel SBR.

(c) High-beam mode in expanded drift tunnel SBR.

(d) Low-beam mode in expanded drift tunnel SBR.

Figure 6.--Ring outer radii trajectories for low- and high-beam modes in expanded and unexpanded drift tunnels. Solid vertical line at 16.22 cm indicates

end of RF output and beginning of SBR: MDC begins at 18.17 cm. Dashed vertical lines indicate zeroes of periodic-permanent-magnet field.

bunches and antibunches (ref. 10). The RF electric field lines,

which are due to the charge density deviation from the direct

current equilibrium value, point from an antibunch to a bunch.
Because of the finite radius of the beam, some of the field lines

will bow away from the axis. With a metal wall, more field

lines bow away from the axis toward image charges on the
outer side of the wall. The farther the wall is from the beam,

the farther away are the image charges; and the field lines bow

away less from the axis, thereby weakening the radial force

and strengthening the axial force between bunch and antibunch.

Thus, in an expanded drift tunnel the reduced radial space-

charge forces decrease the ring trajectory radii (except at

plasma wavelength peaks). The increased axial space-charge

force increases the plasma frequency and decreases the plasma
wavelength.

Selected beam characteristics at the input and output of the

SBR are compared in tables V and VI for operating frequencies
of 61.5 and 64.0 GHz, respectively. Table V compares the
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TABLE V.--BEAM CHARACTERISTICS AT INPUT AND OUTPUT OF SPENT-BEAM

REFOCUSER AT SATURATION AT 61.5 GHz a

Beam characteristic

Largest normalized ring

radius, (rmax)/a

Average normalized beam

radius, r/a

Average angle of ring

centroid, degrees

Standard deviation of

ring angle, degrees

Fraction of negative

ring angles

Range of angles,

degrees

Minimum ring energy,

Emin, eV

SBR input

High mode
Low mode

SBR output

Unexpanded Expanded

tunnel, tunnel,

R=a, R= 1.5a,

for cases for cases

1, 2, 3 5 and 6

0.45

SBR input

0.78

0.28

0.55

0.66

17/72

0.71

0.27

0.44

0.76

23/72

0.18

0.04

0.74

31/72

SBR output

-0.9 to 1.8

16 103

-1.5 to 2.0

15 471

0.54

0.22

0.50

0.49

10/72

-2.2 1o 1.4 -0.4 to 1.7

15 695 16 248

Unexpanded

tunnel,

R=a,

for case

0.54

0.23

0.28

0.50

22/72

-0.7 to 1.5

15 854

Expanded

tunnel,

R= 1.5a,

for case

8

0.35

0.16

0.06

0.48

30/72

-1.5 to 1.0

16 054

aBased on ring centroid



TABLE VI.--BEAM CHARACTERISTICS AT INPUT AND OUTPUT OF SPENT-BEAM

REFOCUSER WITH EXPANDED DRIFT TUNNEL AT SATURATION AT 64 GHz _

Beam characteristic

Largest normalized ring

radius, (rmax)/a

Average normalized beam
radius, r/a

Average angle of ring

centroid, degrees
Standard deviation of

ring angle, degrees

Fraction of negative

ring angles

Range of angles,

degrees

Minimum ring energy,

Emin, eV

High mode

SBR input

aBased on ring centroid.

0.71

0.23

0.64

0.66

10/72

-0.6 to 2.4

15 563

SBR output
for case 7

0.47

0.18

0.19

0.60

30/72

- 1.3 to 1.3

15 442

Low mode

SBR input

0.61

0.21

0.48

0.35

5/72

-0.3 to 1.5

15 890

SBR output

0.31

0.13

0.06

0.57

25/72

-2.1 to 0.8

15 930

results for a 50-percent-expanded drift tunnel to those for an

unexpanded tunnel. In general, the SBR produced some beam

compression and a small increase in beam disorder. These

observations are consistent with those of references 8 and 1 1.

Expanding the drift tunnel produced more beam compression

and slightly larger values of the minimum energy, Emin, at the
input to the MDC.

The angles of the ring centroids were found to be very small

in all cases, both at the beginning and at the end of the SBR.

For example, for the midband, high-mode, expanded tunnel

SBR output, 62 of the 72 rings had centroidal angles with

absolute magnitudes of less than 1 °, and 13 had magnitudes

of less than 0.1 °. In all cases, drift through the SBR resulted

in an increase in the number of negative ring angles--an

undesirable effect since small, negative MDC injection angles

can result in undesired backstreaming to the TWT body.

In general, all of the computed cases exhibited well-

collimated beams with relatively small ranges of injection

angles and energies, and of sufficiently small size to provide

a good approximation to the 'point source' ideal at the input
to the MDC.

Multistage Depressed Collector 1

The four-stage, axisymmetric MDC geometry, the applied

potentials, the equipotential lines, and the charge trajectories

are shown in figures 8 to 11 for the four beam models

(table III) used to design the first MDC. The corresponding

TWT-SBR-MDC power distributions, current distributions,

and efficiencies are shown in tables VII to X. The very high

computed collector efficiencies, of almost 95 percent in some

cases, are a result of the following:

(1) A relatively small velocity spread in the beam

(2) An extremely well-collimated beam and a very favorable

MDC axial electric field-to-radial space-charge field ratio

(in excess of 30:1) in the lower part of the collector, which

permits a very high sorting efficiency (ref. 12) because

of the small amount of kinetic energy associated with

radial velocity components

(3) A very favorable MDC-to-input beam size (in excess

of 30:1), which makes the spent beam appear to be almost

a point source at the MDC input

(4) The effective suppression of low energy secondary-

electron-emission current by the MDC design

The peculiar shape of electrode 1 near its inner aperture (see

fig. 8) was chosen to minimize harmful convergent lens effects

in the region of the aperture. These effects are caused by a

large gradient in the axial electric field in that region (see

change in equipotential line spacing in fig. 8).

The beam model with increased injection angles yielded

higher efficiencies than the nominal design case (table VIII

compared to table VII), and operation with reduced depression

on the least depressed electrode caused only a small

degradation in efficiency (table IX compared to table VII).

Subsequent TWT-SBR performance analyses at 64 GHz

indicated that although operation at the upper-band edge

resulted in the lowest value of Emi n at the RF output, the

values of Emi n at the input to the MDC were comparable at

61.5 and 64 GHz. Consequently, reducing the depression on

the first electrode to allow for operation at the upper-band edge

should not be required.

The low-mode efficiencies are considerably lower than those

for the high mode, because of some backstreaming current

to the TWT body. Such backstreaming was found to be highly

sensitive to the MDC operating voltages; perhaps an in-depth

optimization study would produce significantly better results.

After the first MDC design was completed, the TWT

computer program modifications that were required to model

the step change in the drift tunnel radius were fully
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Figure 8.--Case 1: Charge trajectories in four-stage depressed collector

operating at optimum voltages, with TWT operatmg in high mode at
saturation at 61.5 GHz (first MDC design for constant radius drift tunnel

SBR).

TABLE VII.--CASE 1: COMPUTED PERFORMANCE OF

961HA TWT AND FIRST MDC DESIGN, WITH TWT

OPERATING IN HIGH MODE AT SATURATION AT

61.5 GHz WITH OPTIMUM MDC

OPERATING VOLTAGES

[Computed trajectories shown in fig. 8.]

(a) TWT-SBR-MDC performance a

Electrode Voltage, kV

(fig. 3) (with respect

to ground)

Polepiece 0

1 - 15.350

2 - 16.800

3 -18.000

4 -19,215

Totals

Current, Recovered

mA power,

W

29.9

20.7

20.6

.4

71.6

459.6

347.3

370.8

7.7

1185,4

Dissipated

power,
W

35.3

11.8

19.8

.5

67.5

(b) Computed efficiency

System Efficiency,

component percent

Collector 94.6

Overall 50.8

(c) Power balance in TWT-SBR-

MDC system

Component of power Power
W

Beam interception 7.1

Total RF conversion t'123.6

Recovered power 1185.4

MDC dissipation 67.5

Total 1383.5

aAssumes an (isolropic graphite) electro,de

secondary-electron-emission yield of 0.6.

blncludes output lx_v, er, 1007 W: window

losses, 47 W; and circuit losses, 182 W
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F gure 9.--Case 2: Charge trajectories in four-stage depressed collector with

all input angles increased by a factor of 1.50 and with TWT operating in

high mode at saturation at 61.5 GHz (first MDC design tbr constant radius
drill tunnel SBR).
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TABLE VIII.--CASE 2: COMPUTED PERFORMANCE OF

961HA TWT AND FIRST MDC DESIGN, WITH

TWT OPERATING IN HIGH MODE AT

SATURATION AT 61.5 GHz WITH

MDC INPUT ANGLES INCREASED

BY A FACTOR OF 1.50

[Computed trajectories shown in fig. 91

(a) TWT-SBR-MDC performance_

Electrode Voltage, kV

(fig. 3) (with respect

to ground)

Polepiece 0

1 - 15.350

2 - 16.800

3 - 18.000

4 -19.215

Totals

Current,

mA

27.9

22.7

20.6

.4

Recovered

power,
W

Dissipated

power,
W

428.9 31.5

380.9 12.7

370.8 19.8

7.7 .5

71.6 1188.3 64.6

(c) Computed efficiency

System Efficiency,

component percent

Collector 94.8

Overall 51.6

(c) Power balance in TWT-SBR-

MDC system

I Component of power PowerW

Beam interception 7.1

Total RF conversion h123.6

Recovered power 1188.3

MDC dissipation 64.6

Total 1383.6

aAssumes an flsulropic graphite) eleclrodc
secundar_ electron emission _ield of (I 6

b[ncludes uulput [xv,,,,er.I(X).7W; wit,cloy,
h+,,sc,,,4.7 W: and circuit lu,,scs, 18 2 W
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TABLE IX.--CASE 3: COMPUTED PERFORMANCE OF

961HA TWT AND FIRST MDC DESIGN, WITH TWT

OPERATING IN HIGH MODE AT SATURATION

AT 61.5 GHz AND REDUCED V_,1

[Computed trajectories shown in fig. 10.]

(a) TWT-SBR-MDC performance a

Electrode Voltage, kV Current,

(fig. 3) (with respect mA

to ground)

Polepiece 0 0

1 -15.200 29.9

2 - 16.800 20.7

3 - 18.000 20.6

4 -19.215 .4

Totals 71.6

Recovered Dissipated

power, power,

W W

0 0

455.1 39.8

347.3 11.8

370.8 19.8

7.7 .5

1180.9 72.0

(b) Computed efficiency

System Efficiency.

component percent

Collector 94.3

Overall 49.7

(c) Power balance in TWT-SBR-

MDC system

Component of power Power.

W

Beam interception 7.1

Total RF conversion b123,6

Recovered power 1180,9

MDC dissipation 72.0

Total 1383.6

aAssumcs an (isotropic-graphite) electrode

secondary electron emission yield ot 06

blncludes oulput power, 100.7 W; v, indow

losses, 47 W: and circuil losses. 182 W

_- SBR

analysis output

Figure 10.--Case 3: Charge trajectories in four-stage depressed collector

operating with reduced depression of electrode I and with TWT operating

in high mode at saturation at 61.5 GHz (first MDC design for constant

radius drift tunnel SBR).

11
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TABLE X.--CASE 4: COMPUTED PERFORMANCE OF

961HA TWT AND FIRST MDC DESIGN, WITH TWT

OPERATING IN LOW MODE AT SATURATION

AT 61.5 GHz WITH OPTIMUM MDC

OPERATING VOLTAGES

[Computed trajectories shown in fig. 1 I.]

(a) TWT-SBR-MDC performance a

Electrode Voltage, kV Current, Recovered Dissipated

(fig. 3) (with respect mA power, power,

to ground) W W

Polepiece 0

1 - 15.750

2 - 16.400

3 - 17.900

4 - 19.300

Totals

0.6 0 11.0

12.2 192.9 13.0

16.2 266.5 22.4

15.9 284.2 21.8

0 0 0

45.0 743.6 68.3

.85

II
|I

,75

.65

.55

.45

.35

.25

,15

.05

t_ SBR

analysis output

Figure l l.--Case 4: Charge trajectories in four-stage depressed collector

operating at optimum voltages, with TWT operating in low mode at

saturation at 61.5 GHz (first MDC design for constant radius drift tunnel

SBR).

(bY Computed efficiency

System Efficiency,

componenl percent

Collector 91.6

Overall 38.7

(c) Power balance in TWT-SBR-

MDC system

Component of power I Power

W

Beam interception 0

Total RF conversion b56.6

Recovered power 743.6

MDC dissipation 68.3

Total 868.5

aAssumes an (isotropic graphiteJ electr(_le

secondary-electron-emission yield of 06

blncludes output power, 46 1 W; windov,

I{r.,scs, 22 W; and circuil losses, 83 W.

12



implemented, and the TWT analysis was extended to the

upper-band edge. The performance of the first MDC design,

with the resulting new high-mode beam models (table III,

cases 5 to 7), was evaluated. The results were the following:

Frequency,
GHz

Collector

61.5 93,6

a61.5 94.6

64 94.4

aAngles increased 15 times.

Efficiency, percent

Overall

47.9

50.8
48.6

The first MDC performed well at 64 GHz and with the larger

injection angles, but it suffered a slight efficiency loss for the

nominal 61.5 GHz case, because of some backstreaming

current to the TWT. Therefore, an MDC design modification

for the second TWT was indicated.

Multistage Depressed Collector 2

The design of the second MDC is very similar to that of

the first one, with only relatively small changes in the shapes

of electrodes 2 and 3. Basically, material was added to the

top surfaces of the inwardly extending portions of these

electrodes to make the electrodes thicker and the apertures

slightly smaller. Since the vertical portions of the electrodes

(insulator attachment points) were left unchanged, no changes

were required in the passive electrode support structure

designed by Hughes Aircraft for the first collector.

The MDC geometry, the applied potentials, the equipotential

lines, and the charge trajectories are shown in figures 12 to

15 for the last four cases described in table III. The

corresponding TWT-SBR-MDC power distributions, current

distributions, and efficiencies are shown in tables XI to XIV.

The high-mode collector efficiencies of 94 to 95 percent and

the overall efficiencies of nearly 50 percent are comparable

to those of the first MDC design. The efficiencies for the low

mode, however, are significantly higher because of a

substantially reduced level of backstreaming current to the

TWT body.

The 94- to 95-percent collector efficiencies imply sorting

efficiencies of nearly 99 percent. The second MDC design

provides very effective suppression of low energy secondaries,

with backstreaming current coming only from very small areas

near the inner apertures (see, e.g., fig. 13). The resulting

degradation in collector efficiency is less than 0.5 percent for

the worst case (64 GHz).

As discussed above, the TWT computer analysis almost

certainly underestimates the actual TWT RF-circuit and beam-

interception losses; therefore, the computed overall efficiencies

of about 50 percent are overly optimistic. To evaluate the effect

of larger, fixed TWT losses, the overall efficiencies were

recomputed with the following assumed values (based on

ref. 6) for the fixed TWT losses:

(1) Intercepted power, 2 percent of the direct current beam

power IoVo

(2) Effective circuit efficiencies, 80 and 75 percent at 61.5

and 64.0 GHz, respectively

The results for the second MDC design are shown below.

TWT operating
condition

High mode

High mode with

increased angles

High mode
Low mode

Frequency,
GHz

61.5

61.5

64

61.5

Overall efficiency

With computed

power losses

51.0

50.9

48.6

46.4

With realistic

power losses

44.8

44.7

38.2

38.6

The efficiency degradation, which is very substantial, results

from the combined effect of higher fixed losses and reduced

levels of RF output power. A further reduction can be expected

from higher-than-computed secondary-electron-emission losses

in the MDC, because the computation neglected the effects

of energetic secondaries. Nevertheless, reaching the design

goal of 40-percent overall efficiency at midband frequency

appears feasible.

13
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TABLE XI.--CASE 5: COMPUTED PERFORMANCE OF

961HA TWT AND SECOND MDC DESIGN, WITH TWT

OPERATING IN HIGH MODE AT SATURATION

AT 61.5 GHz WITH OPTIMUM MDC

OPERATING VOLTAGES

[Computed trajectories shown in fig. 12.]

(a) TWT-SBR-MDC performance a

Electrode Voltage, kV Current,

(fig. 3) (with respect mA

to ground)

Polepiece 0 0

1 - 15.350 28.5

2 - 16.800 22.7

3 -18.000 20.4

4 -19.215 0

Recovered Dissipated

power, power,
W W

0 0

438.1 32.0

380.9 14.6

367.2 20.0

0 0

Totals 71.6 1186.2 66.6

(b) Computed efficiency

System Efficiency,

componenl percent

Collector 94.7

Overall 51.0

(c) Power balance in TWT-SBR-

MDC system

Component of power Power,w

Beam interception 7.1

Total RF conversion t'123.6

Recovered power 1186.2

MDC dissipation 66.6

Total 1383.5

aAssumes an (isl_trupic-gr_phitc! electrode

secondary electron-emission yield tlf Oh

blncludes output p_w+er. 1(_17 W: v, indow

losses. 4.7 W; and circuit h_s_c_. 18.2 V_'

_- SBR
analysis output

Figure 12.--Case 5: Charge trajectories in four-stage depressed collector

operating at optimum voltages, with TWT operating in high mode at

saturation at 61.5 GHz (second MDC design tbr expanded radius drift
tunnel SBR)+

14
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Figure 13,--Case 6: Charge trajectories in four-stage depressed collector

with all input angles increased by a factor of 1,50 and with TWT operating

in high mode at saturation at 61,5 GHz (second MDC design for expanded

radius drift tunnel SBR).

TABLE XII.--CASE 6: COMPUTED PERFORMANCE OF

961HA TWT AND SECOND MDC DESIGN, WITH

TWT OPERATING IN HIGH MODE AT

SATURATION AT 61.5 GHz WITH

MDC INPUT ANGLES INCREASED

BY A FACTOR OF 1,50

[Computed trajectories shown in fig, 13.]

Electrode !

(fig. 3)

Polepiece

(a) TWT-SBR-MDC performance a

Voltage, kV

(with respect

to ground)

1 - 15.350

2 - 16.800

3 - 18.000

4 -19,215

Totals

Current,

mA

28.5

23.1

20.0

0

71.6

Recovered Dissipated

power, power,

W W

0 0

438.1 32.8

387.6 t4.6

360,0 19.8

0 0

1185.7 67,1

(c) Computed efficiency

System Efficiency,

component percent

Collector 94.6

Overall 50.9

(c) Power balance in TWT-SBR-

MDC system

Component of power Power,
W

Beam interception 7.1

Total RF conversion b123,6

Recovered power 1185.7

MDC dissipation 67.1

Total 1383.5

aAssumes an (isotropic-graphite) ele_ztrode

secondary-electron-emission yield of 06,

bIncludes output power, 100.7 W; windov,

losses, 47 W: and circuit losses, 18,2 W

15
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Figure 14.--Case 7: Charge trajectories in tour-stage depressed collector with

TWT operating in high mode at saturation at 64 GHz (second MDC design
for expanded radius drift tunnel SBR).
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TABLE XIII.--CASE 7: COMPUTED PERFORMANCE OF

961HA TWT AND SECOND MDC DESIGN, WITH

TWT OPERATING IN HIGH MODE AT

SATURATION AT 64 GHz

[Computed trajectories shown in fig. 14.1

(a) TWT-SBR-MDC performance_

Electrode Voltage, kV Current, Recovered Dissipated

(fig. 3) (with respect mA power, power,

to ground) W W

Polepiece 0 0 0

1 - 15.350 30.0 460.2

2 -16.800 12.8 215.7

3 -18.000 27.6 496.8

4 -19.215 1.2 23.1

Totals 71.6 1195.7

27,5

9.4

32.0

1.9

70.8

(b) Computed efficiency

System Efficiency,

component percent

Collector 94,4

Overall 48.6

(c) Power balance in TWT-SBR-

MDC system

Component of power

Beam interception

Total RF conversion

Recovered power

I MDC dissipation

Total

Power,

W

6.6

bll0.4

1195.7

70.8

1383.5

aAs_,urnes an (isotroplc-graphite) electrode

secondary electron en ss n ),ietd of 06

blncludes output l:xw.er, 91 2 W; vondov.

losses, 4.3 W; and circuil h>bst_s, 14 8 W
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Figure 15.--Case 8: Charge trajectories in four-stage depressed collector

operating at optimum voltages and with TWT operating in low mode at

saturation at 61.5 GHz (second MDC design for expanded radius drift

tunnel SBR).

TABLE XIV.--CASE 8: COMPUTED PERFORMANCE OF

961HA TWT AND SECOND MDC DESIGN, WITH TWT

OPERATING IN LOW MODE AT SATURATION

AT 61.5 GHz WITH OPTIMUM MDC

OPERATING VOLTAGES

[Computed trajectories shown in fig. 15.]

(a) TWT-SBR-MDC performance a

Electrode Voltage kV Current, Recovered Dissipated

(fig. 3) (with respect mA power, power,

to ground) W W

Polepiece 0 0 0 0

1 - 16.05 5.9 94.3 4.2

2 -16.40 17.0 278.8 15.6

3 - 17.90 22.1 396.0 23.0

4 -19.30 0 0 0

Totals 45.0 769.1 42.7

(b) Computed efficiency

System Efficiency,

componenl percent

Collector 94.7

Overall 46.4

(c) Power balance in TWT-SBR-

MDC system

Component of power Power,
W

Beam interception 0

Total RF conversion b56.6

Recovered power 769. l

MDC dissipation 42.7

Total 868.5

aAssumcs an lisotropic-graphitcl electr_>de

'_econdary el¢ctron-emisMon yield of 06

blncludes oulput tx)wer, 46 I W: wtnduw

Ios'-,es, 2.2 W; and circuit Io:,ses, 8.3 W
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Concluding Remarks

A computational design procedure for coupled-cavity

traveling-wave tubes (TWT's) equipped with spent-beam

refocusers (SBR's) and multistage depressed collectors

(MDC's) has been described. It was used to design two small,

highly efficient MDC's for a 59- to 64-GHz TWT. The design

technique closely parallels the verified procedures devised for

helical TWT's and ktystrons.

In the analysis of the procedure, a coupled-cavity TWT

computer model was used to determine electron ring

trajectories through a TWT and SBR, for high- and low-beam

power modes at the mid- and upper-band frequencies. From

the results obtained for both an unexpanded and a 50-percent-

expanded tunnel radius in the SBR, the main effect of the tunnel

expansion was found to be compression of the beam. This

compression was beneficial because it eliminated the problem

of beam interception in the SBR. However, for this particular

TWT, the tunnel expansion had only a relatively small effect

on the MDC design and, consequently, only a very minor

change in MDC efficiency. Such may not be the case for

TWT's that produce considerably tighter bunches at the RF

output.

The MDC designs were optimized for the high-power mode

by using, primarily, the beam output from the SBR at saturated

operation and midband frequency. Very high collector

efficiencies of over 94 percent were computed. The relatively

small velocity spread in the beam, a large MDC-to-input beam

size, and the effective suppression of low energy secondary-

electron-emission current all combined to make this possible.

The high computed collector efficiencies produced overall

efficiencies of about 50 percent for both MDC designs at high-

power-mode operation. Because the TWT analysis under-

estimates actual RF-circuit and beam-interception losses, the

experimental overall efficiencies are expected to be closer to

40 percent.

Lewis Research Center

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Cleveland, Ohio, May 8, 1990
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